MAXIMIZE YOUR SAGE INVESTMENT
WITH EDISOFT’S EDI SUITE
Your investment in a Sage Software product demonstrates your commitment to partner with companies who
believe in being the best. Edisoft’s EDI suite of products enables you to continue the tradition of excellence.
Edisoft provides the tightest integration with Sage Accounting and ERP Solutions that is available out of
the box, the highest return on your investment and a belief that EDI should benefit you as much, or more,
than it does your trading partners. Edisoft has product offerings that are compatible with the entire line
of Sage Accounting and ERP Solutions. Multiple editions of each product also mean that Edisoft’s EDI suite
can be used by the smallest of operations and scaled up to manage the needs of much larger organizations.
Our unique product architecture allows you to maximize your Sage Software investment and ensures EDI
compliance without compromising your business and its processes.

M O R E T H A N J U ST E D I
Don’t let the name fool you, although we have the best EDI products available to the Sage Accounting and ERP
Solutions market, Edisoft is more than just EDI. Our Visual ASN product coupled with Sage Accpac ERP, Sage
MAS 90 ERP, or Sage MAS 200 ERP allows our users to achieve a level of shipping automation that normally
requires a much larger investment. Visual ASN links directly into the ERP system and streamlines the picking,
packing, labeling, and order process automation for both EDI and non-EDI customers.

SAGE ACCPAC ERP

SAGE mas 90 & 200 ERP

Edisoft has a 15 year proven track record of helping Sage
Accpac users streamline their EDI order process and
maximize their ROI when choosing an EDI solution.

Edisoft Merchant for Sage MAS 90 and MAS 200 enables
users to streamline their entire order fulfillment process
with one seamlessly integrated system. Taking advantage
of the Sage MAS Object Interface, Edisoft Merchant
for Sage MAS 90 and MAS 200 writes Purchase Order
information directly into the Sage MAS Sales Order tables.
Clients whose needs are limited to orders and invoices
(850/810 or 875/880) can take advantage of Edisoft
Merchants Business Exchange Edition. For larger clients
and customers whose needs go beyond these simple
requirements Edisoft Merchant for Sage MAS 90 and MAS
200 Advanced Edition is available.

For over a decade Edisoft has been revolutionizing the
way that Sage Accpac users fulfill orders and automate
their shipping processes with one of their two Sage
Accpac specific solutions: Edisoft Merchant for Sage
Accpac and Visual ASN for Sage Accpac.
Edisoft Merchant for Sage Accpac Business Exchange
Edition is intended for smaller clients with straightforward
order and invoice needs (850/810 or 875/880). Purchase
Orders received into Edisoft Merchant are
posted directly to Order Entry via the XAPI.
Once a sales order has been converted to
an invoice Edisoft Merchant will read this
information directly from the Order Entry
module and create the corresponding,
compliant EDI invoice. For larger clients and
customers whose needs go beyond these
simple requirements Edisoft Merchant for Sage
Accpac Advanced Edition is available.
Visual ASN for Sage Accpac offers not only ASN
compliance, but a shipping automation solution that is
unparalleled in the Sage Accounting and ERP Solutions
market.
Visual ASN reads sales order/shipment information
directly from Sage Accpac making it available to members
of the shipping team without having to open Sage
Accpac. Multiple sales orders can be linked together into
one shipment in order to ensure that they are processed
together as one physical shipment. Clients have the
option of Visual ASN Lite which allows users to Pick and
Pack or to upgrade to Visual ASN with the ability to setup
packing rules enabling the auto packing of simple case
packs or assorted case packs. Once the packing of orders
is complete, GS1-128 labels have been printed, and all
packing details have been confirmed Visual ASN can
update Sage Accpac triggering the creation of invoices for
all orders included in the shipment.

Users can enhance the
shipping process and
ensure ASN compliancy
to their system with the
addition of Visual ASN
or Visual ASN Lite. Both
Visual ASN solutions read
Sales Order information
directly from Sage
MAS 90 and MAS 200
making it available to
members of the shipping team without having to open
Sage MAS 90 or MAS 200. Multiple orders can be linked
together into one shipment in order to ensure that they
are processed together as one physical shipment. Both
Visual ASN Lite and Visual ASN support drag and drop
packing which enables users to easily assign items to
cartons, and/or cartons to pallets. For more complex
ASN packing requirements such as auto packing rules,
assorted case pack rules, and batch shipping to name just
a few, clients have the option of upgrading to Visual ASN.
Once the packing of orders is complete, GS1-128 labels
have been printed, and all packing details have been
confirmed Visual ASN can update Sage MAS 90 and MAS
200, writing packing information back to the Shipping
Data Entry screen. While the packing information is being
written back to Sage MAS, invoicing can also be triggered
which saves you time, effort and streamlines your order
fulfillment process every day.

Peachtree by Sage,
Simply Accounting
by Sage and Sage
Pro ERP

SAGE MAS 500 ERP
Continuing Edisoft’s tradition of providing flexible, yet
powerful EDI solutions for the Sage Accounting and ERP
Solutions market, the Edisoft family of products extends
to include Edisoft Merchant for Sage MAS 500. Using the
Order Entry tables, and the SAGE MAS 500 business rules,
orders that are received are posted directly into Edisoft
Merchant for Sage MAS 500 (via the Sage MAS 500 API).
Edisoft Merchant for Sage MAS 500 maintains a cross
reference of both item and location codes ensuring that
order information never has to be rekeyed into MAS 500.
Once orders have been shipped and invoiced in Sage MAS
500, invoice information is read directly from the Sage
MAS 500 invoice tables, pulled into Edisoft Merchant
for Sage MAS 500 and converted to the compliant EDI
format. Our unique trading partner template technology
allows this to be done with just a few clicks of a mouse.
The option to implement Visual ASN integrated directly
to Edisoft Merchant for MAS 500 makes picking, packing,
and shipping easier than ever. Once pick orders have been
created in Merchant for MAS 500 they are ready to be
packed in Visual ASN by members of the warehouse staff.
Whether it is simple pick and pack procedures, taking
advantage of drag and drop features, or more advanced
auto packing features, Edisoft has a version of Visual ASN
that will work for your business.

Edisoft Merchant Flex has a foundation that has built
integration to Peachtree by Sage, Simply Accounting by
Sage and Sage Pro by mimicking an order entry system.
Orders that are received into Edisoft Merchant Flex are
posted to the internal sales order tables. Once that has
been completed they can be exported in the appropriate
format (pre-defined within Edisoft Merchant Flex in
accordance to Sage Software’s specifications) for each
accounting system. This combined with tables containing
item and location cross reference table enables users to
export data to their accounting system of choice without
rekeying any data. Invoices created in the accounting
system can be imported back into Edisoft Merchant Flex’s
invoice tables facilitating users to use the data supplied
by the accounting system and quickly convert numerous
invoices to the appropriate EDI format as required by
their trading partners.
The Visual ASN integrated directly to Edisoft Merchant
Flex option makes picking,
packing, and shipping easier
than ever. Once pick orders
have been created in Edisoft
Merchant Flex they are ready
to be packed by warehouse
staff in Visual ASN. Whether
it is Visual ASN Lite’s simple pick and pack procedures, or
drag and drop features, or you take advantage of Visual
ASN’s more advanced auto packing features, Edisoft has a
version of Visual ASN that will work for your business.

The first and last
edi Solution you’ll ever need
Contact us today for more information about our products.

SAGE ACCPAC ERP
Regardless if you are a small start-up company, have a widely recognized brand, or what your chosen Sage Accounting or
ERP Solution is; the Edisoft Suite of EDI products has a solution for you. At Edisoft we make it a priority to support your
business growth and help you maximize your Sage Software investment now and in the future. Your company needs will
not be the same today as they are in the future. We’ve designed our EDI suite of products to be scalable, flexible, and
adaptable as your business needs change. Discover for yourself what so many Sage customers already know. Edisoft’s EDI
suite of products will be the first and last EDI solution you’ll ever need.
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